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IF EDUCATION IS JUST A COMMODITY IN THE MARKETPLACE 

WHAT ARE TEACHERS IN TIMES OF PLAGUE? 
 

USABLE AND DISPOSABLE? 

 

Neo-liberal ideology espoused by the private sector in education is in hoc to 

free market approaches to schooling. If the education they spruik in their glossy 

marketing brochures –just take a look at the Advertisement insert for Boarding 

up-market Schools in The Weekly Times for starters – is a commodity then 

what are teachers and students?  

Disposable items when they are no longer of any financial value?    

Trevor Cobbold of Save Our Schools has reproduced an interesting report from 

Peter Greene a former US high school English teacher who blogs at 

Curmudgucation and writes an education column for Forbes magazine.He 
describes the latest version of commodification of education ‘products’.  

He tell us about a report from The American Enterprise Institute (AEI), a think tank that  

comes from that part of the education reform spectrum devoted to free market approaches But 

that treats education as a commodity like a house or a piece of jewelry.  

The report is entitled “An Appraisal Market for K-12 Education” and it’s authored by 

Lindsey Burke, the director of the Center for Education Policy at the Heritage Foundation. 

Burke starts out with a problematic analogy– “Think about the last time you bought or sold a 

pricey item. Chances are you had the item appraised by an independent appraisal firm to 

provide peace of mind to both buyer and seller.” Her specific examples– houses and jewelry 

and antiques and cars and boats. 

 

Education is expensive. “Families,” she argues, “should be able to easily acquire real-time, 

external audits of their child’s learning.” 

 

This has always been a missing piece of the free-market education crowd– parents should be 

able to go shopping in an education “marketplace,” their selection aided by clear data about 

the relative quality of their choices. Burke is offering a variation on that theme– let parents 

have money to hire an appraiser in the as-yet-non-existent marketplace of education quality 

appraisers. 

 

There are several problems here. 

 
Education is not a commodity, not a thing that that can be weighed and measured for 

value like a truckload of pork shoulders or sheets of plywood. Education is a process, a 

relationship, a human quality that takes on different values in different contexts. It mostly 

exists inside the heads of the students, and as such is largely immeasurable. Appraising an 

http://curmudgucation.blogspot.com/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/petergreene/
https://www.aei.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/An-Appraisal-Market-for-K%E2%80%9312-Education.pdf
https://www.heritage.org/staff/lindsey-burke


education is like appraising a human being–only barely doable in a narrow context like a 

specific job. In fact, because an education becomes part of who a person is, it’s very much 

like appraising a human being, which means very subjective and ethically suspect. 

 

Education is not a car or a house. Often its value or effectiveness is not revealed until 

years after the fact. The closest analogy she hits is antiques–if you were talking about an 

appraiser who could look at a brand new object and predict what its value will be in 100 

years. 

 

Information asymmetry is, of course, a feature of a free market, on purpose. Almost nobody 

who is in the selling biz takes the position of, “We have far more information about what we 

are selling than you do, so we’re going to make it all transparent for you.” If you’re selling, 

you are doing your best to hide information behind a shiny curtain of marketing. (Hence my 

saying that the free market does not foster superior quality; the free market fosters superior 

marketing.) 

 

The shape of “learning” is huge and multidimensional and we can’t even agree on which 

parts are most important. We have suffered through two decades of a bad solution to the 

problem, the policies that have said “We have no idea how to fully measure an education, so 

we’ll just measure something and pretend that it tells us everything.” Policy makers couldn’t 

wrap their heads around the size and depth and dimension of an entire continental ecosystem, 

so they collected elephant toe clippings and weighed them, pretending that this produced 

useful data. 

 

Burke wants to separate the appraisal of education from the providers of education, but 

education has already suffered from entirely too many amateurs tromping around. This is not 

a problem unique to education; the people who understand a sector best are often the people 

who work in it. 

 

But Burke argues that appraisers are necessary for parents to hold providers 

accountable, which in the free market argument means “to vote with their feet.” This 

notion that foot-based voting will have any effect on anything is simply not supported by 

reality. The notion that free-market choiciness is more effective than actual democratic 

processes or the ability to call officials on the phone is hard to make an argument for. 

Virtually every free-market business hopes for, plans for, structures for getting some people 

to vote with their feet. Every business plan separates the population into groups– people they 

hope to serve and people they hope not to serve.  

 

The shift to free-market education that Burke and other free-marketeers argue for would 

require a whole discussion about changing the mission of public education to no longer 

involve a promise (however imperfectly kept) to educate every single child in the country. 

 

Burke faults the Big Standardized Test for working accountability vertically, up to the state 

and federal bureaucrats. I’m more concerned that the BS Test substitutes a stunted, meagre 

view of what a good education should, and then doesn’t even measure that well.  

 

There’s much to disagree with in Burke’s spare two pages, most notably the idea that 

education is a commodity. 

 But the biggest, most glaring gap is that while she wishes that parents could purchase 

an independent appraisal of how well a school is doing, she offers no real ideas about 



what such an instrument could possibly look like. That’s always been the missing link in 

education reform of all stripes. Sure, we can spot most of the schools at the extreme top and 

bottom–in fact, we can do it without the use of any fancy appraisal instruments. But the vast 

majority of schools are somewhere in the more complicated middle, serving a wide variety of 

stakeholders who all have a different set of expectations about what a great school would 

look like. 

 

In fact, research suggests that parental choice is not even driven by how much students are 

learning, but by factors like location and extracurricular activities. But this is one of the 

disconnections in free  market education theory– fans insist that parents should be trusted 

with making the choice of schools, but also insist that parents need the help of third-parties-

for-hire to make that choice. 

 

Education is not a slab of cheese for sale at the deli. It’s not easily measured or weighed, and 

if the goal is to create accountability, instead of trying to make an accountability bank shot 

off of parents, why not come up with a system that helps the school identify and improve its 

problem areas, or if we wanted to be really crazy, a system that holds politicians and 

bureaucrats accountable for providing schools with full support. 

The arguments against treating education as a commodity rather than sui generis 

have consequences when translated into the current times of plague.  

The lives of teachers and students are in hoc to the ‘market’. After all, they 

have been ‘commodified’.  

It is not surprising therefore to discover that Mike Pence visited a classroom of 

masked fourth graders at a North Carolina private school promising sufficient 

resources, as President Donald Trump and U.S. Education Secretary Betsy 

DeVos threatened to withhold federal funding from K-12 schools that don’t 

allow all of their students to return to physical classrooms. 

Critics including Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden have slammed 

Trump over the threats and argue that insufficient resources have been provided.  

DeVos said students in North Carolina and around the country need to return to classrooms.  

“There’s too many schools in this state and others that are ignoring parents and leaving 

schools closed,” she said. 

Devos also announced $180 million in grants on Wednesday for North Carolina and 10 other 

states to serve students during the pandemic.  

Democratic North Carolina Gov. Roy Cooper announced earlier this month that public 

schools may offer a mix of both online and in-person instruction, though districts can choose 

to offer fully remote learning.  

“We don’t respond to those kind of threats,” Cooper said in a July 14 news conference of the 

Trump administration's consideration of withholding federal funds. 

Trump,  Devos and Pence just might be forgetting that teachers, and 

above all parents are human beings, that have not yet been completely 

commodified and might decide that their lives and those of their 

children are worth more than responding to financial threat.  

https://www.npr.org/sections/ed/2015/01/15/376966406/a-new-study-reveals-much-about-how-parents-really-choose-schools
https://www.wxii12.com/article/coronavirus-vice-president-mike-pence-visit-north-carolina/33444698
https://www.wxii12.com/article/coronavirus-vice-president-mike-pence-visit-north-carolina/33444698
https://abcnews.go.com/alerts/DonaldTrump
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